A high performance scientific cloud computing environment for materials simulations
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ABSTRACT
We describe the development of a scientific cloud computing (SCC) platform that offers high performance computation capability. The platform consists of a scientific virtual machine prototype containing a UNIX operating system and several materials science codes, together with essential interface tools (an SCC toolset) that offers functionality comparable to local compute clusters. In particular, our SCC toolset provides automatic creation of virtual clusters for parallel computing, including tools for execution and monitoring performance, as well as efficient I/O utilities that enable seamless connections to and from the cloud. Our SCC platform is optimized for the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). We present benchmarks for prototypical scientific applications and demonstrate performance comparable to local compute clusters. To facilitate code execution and provide user-friendly access, we have also integrated cloud computing capability in a JAVA-based GUI. Our SCC platform may be an alternative to traditional HPC resources for materials science or quantum chemistry applications.

1. Introduction

Cloud Computing (CC) is a computational paradigm in which dynamically scalable, virtualized resources are provided as a service over the internet [1–4]. This paradigm has seen remarkable advances over the past few years, especially with the emergence of several commercial cloud services that take advantage of economies of scale [5–9]. While many commercial applications have quickly embraced CC developments, scientists have been slower to exploit the possibilities of a CC environment. Scientists are not new to shared computing resources, such as Beowulf clusters, which are often needed for modern condensed matter and materials science simulations. Also cloud-like resources such as Grid Computing and CONDOR clusters have been useful for some scientific applications. However, these latter resources are typically loosely coupled, inhomogeneous, and geographically dispersed, and not well suited for the high performance computing (HPC) demands of many scientific codes. Recently, dedicated scientific cloud test beds have begun to be explored by national research facilities such as NERSC [10] and the NEON network [11]. Additionally, a number of studies have explored the concept, feasibility, or cost-effectiveness of cloud computing for research [12–22]. There have been several commercial and community efforts to develop tools that make access to cloud resources easier. Notably the StarCluster project [23] provides a utility for managing general purpose computing clusters on EC2. However, significant further developments were needed to create a platform for materials simulations that meets all the particular needs of HP scientific computing without requiring further configuration, and is accessible not only to system administrators but also to general users. Furthermore, the questions of cost-effectiveness and performance have not been conclusively answered and need to be addressed for each type of scientific cloud application. In particular, concerns about CC performance are strong in the materials science community. Here, we demonstrate that with the advent of UNIX-based HPC cloud resources such as the Amazon EC2 and the 2nd generation cloud cluster tools described below, there is now considerable potential for Scientific Cloud Computing (SCC). In particular, we show that SCC is especially appropriate for materials science and quantum-chemistry simulations, which tend to be dominated by computational performance rather than data transfer and storage.

Recently, we established the proof of principle for the feasibility of SCC for some prototypical scientific applications [24]. In particular, we created an AMI (Amazon Machine Image) containing parallel codes, and a first generation set of tools to create and control clusters of virtual machines on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) (Fig. 1). These tools are shell scripts that can be run from the command line on *NIX systems. Benchmarks in this environment showed that a parallelized scientific code with modest requirements in terms of memory and network speed, yielded similar performance on a virtual EC2 cluster as on a local physical cluster [24]. However, at the time the capabilities of the EC2 were limited by the high latency and
low bandwidth of the cluster interconnects. Thus in the present work, we describe a virtual SCC platform that takes advantage of current HPC cloud resources and demonstrates scalability and performance comparable to local compute clusters.

This goal is accomplished in several steps: (1) We briefly describe the elements of our SCC AMI, i.e., the operating system and HPC scientific applications included in the improved AMI. (From here on, we will generally use the AWS specific terminology: “AMI” for a virtual machine image, and “EC2” for the Cloud.) (2) We describe a 2nd generation SCC toolset, consisting of bash scripts, that makes the EC2 cloud perform virtually like a local HPC UNIX cluster, and we verify its improved performance. (3) We present benchmarks for parallel performance of HPC scientific applications, focusing in particular on the intranet performance. (4) Finally, in order to facilitate access to the EC2, we have developed a graphical user interface (GUI) that controls execution and I/O for a prototypical application.

We focus here primarily on scientific applications in condensed matter physics, materials science, and quantum-chemistry. Most applications in those fields have a workflow and coding characteristics that rely on computational performance, rather than data-managing capability. These special features in turn influence the choice of cloud paradigm. A key feature of such applications is their simple control and data workflows. Typical simulations involve a set of small input files of a few KB that define the parameters for the run; a series of computationally intensive steps; and the production of a set of small to medium size output files, typically ranging from 1–100 MB. Thus, typical materials-science simulations differ from data-driven cloud applications that can take advantage of software frameworks such as MapReduce [25] or Hadoop [26]. Nevertheless, given that there is very little communication to and from the cloud and that data transfer can be a substantial component of cloud computing costs, materials science applications tend to be relatively cost-effective data wise. Another key trait of many scientific applications is their legacy character. For instance, many codes are written in FORTRAN and make extensive use of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) for parallelization. Consequently, the deployment of these applications to an Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud environment such as EC2 is highly advantageous. IaaS environments can be configured to match the non-standard requirements of most legacy applications and offer the added advantage of providing traditional homogeneous environments that are highly desirable for both users and developers. In contrast, Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) environments such as Microsoft’s Windows Azure Platform [27] require major changes in software structure and, at least at present, are not able to accommodate MPI.

For applications that are highly data-intensive, cloud computing may not currently be competitive. While the per-GB cost of Simple Storage System (S3) storage [28] can be comparable to that of local solutions (e.g. [29]), and has the advantage of elasticity (one only pays for the storage or transfers needed at a given time), cloud storage can have considerable disadvantages. For example, local tests showed that data transfer to and from S3 peaked at 0.032 Gbps while a local service of comparable cost delivered 10 Gbps, and transfers to supercomputing centers sustain 0.400 Gbps [29–31]. These tests were done using the single-stream protocols s3cmd (for S3) and cp/scp (for other transfers); multi-stream transfers, which are harder to set up, would provide speedup in each of these scenarios. If bandwidth is essential, this objection alone makes cloud storage unusable. Furthermore, data transfer to and from S3 is charged per TB. ($120/TB at the time of writing [28]). Therefore, such communication is slow and costly for users who frequently need to move large amounts of data back and forth. For data that does not need to be accessed or moved much, tape archives are currently still a cheaper solution for archival purposes compared to S3 storage. [29] For decades, supercomputer centers have offered safe, cheap archive services for large datasets that almost never change, coupled with finite amounts of spinning (expensive) scratch disk. The researcher typically uses the archive as the main data store, staging data onto spinning disk only when it is needed for calculation. Once the researcher is finished computing, any new data is moved back to the archive. This model is currently the most cost-effective way of meeting the storage needs of scientists in an elastic computing environment and there is no competitive storage mode in the AWS Cloud [30]. While these objections are not important for the typical materials science applications discussed in this paper, they would have to be considered carefully for more data-intensive work.
Although the principles outlined above are applicable to other cloud computing environments with comparable capabilities, the developments presented here are currently designed specifically for the EC2. In addition to the IaaS argument given above, this gives us the advantage of a major cloud provider with large capacity and a large user community, whose application programming interface (API) is somewhat of a standard. Finally, EC2 offers virtual HPC resources, which we discuss in Section 4. The tools we have developed, however, are intended to be generic and could be easily modified to use other cloud providers, or serve other applications where HPC resources are essential. Many further developments such as the inclusion of a wider variety of scientific codes with improved interfaces are now straightforward. Our developments have led to a functional, beta-stage HPC SCC platform with the potential to make high performance scientific computing available to those who lack expertise and/or access to traditional HPC resources.

2. The scientific cloud computing machine image

In this section we briefly describe the scientific cloud computing AMI. This virtual machine image serves as a blueprint for a cloud instance specifically configured for parallel, HPC scientific computing applications. In a nutshell, it is a minimal 64-bit Fedora 13 LINUX distribution that is enhanced with tools typically needed for scientific computing, such as Fortran 95 and C++ compilers, numerical libraries (e.g. BLAS, ScalAPACK), MPI (1.4.3), PBS, PVFS, etc. Our 2nd generation SCC AMI has several improvements over the original prototype [24]: This AMI is bundled with several widely used materials science codes that typically demand HPC capabilities. These include electronic structure codes (ABINIT [32], Quantum ESPRESSO [33], Car–Parrinello [34], and WIEN2k [19]; and the Molecular Dynamics codes LAMMPS [35] and GROMACS [36]), and excited-state codes (AII2NBSE [37], Exciting [38], FEFF9 [17], OCEAN [39], RT-SIESTA [40], octopus [41]), and quantum chemistry codes (NWChem [42]), although here we only present benchmarks for FEFF9 and WIEN2k. The 64-bit LINUX operating system is better suited for scientific computing than its 32-bit predecessor in the prototype [16]. This machine image is now stored on Amazon’s Elastic Block Storage (EBS) [43] system, rather than the older S3 [28] infrastructure, leading to a reduction in instance boot times of 20%–50% (see Section 2.4). Depending on needs, the new SCC AMI can be loaded onto different “instance types”: Slower but cheaper instances can be used for simple tasks, while higher performance workhorses are available for more demanding calculations. In particular, in Section 4.2 we discuss the new EC2 “Cluster Instances” [44], which are very important for HPC.

3. The scientific cloud computing toolset

3.1. Functionality

Our 2nd generation SCC toolset consists of a handful of bash scripts that run on a local machine (e.g., a laptop PC or UNIX desktop), and are used to control the virtual SCC environment. The functionality of the toolset is twofold: First, it transforms a group of instances created by EC2 based on our AMI into an interconnected cluster that functions as a virtual parallel computing platform. How this is done is described in detail below for the “ec2-clust-launch” script. Second, the toolset is a wrapper for the EC2 API, replacing cumbersome API calls by much more user-friendly calls that store many settings in the environment and in configuration files to keep the user from having to manage them manually. They function as an intermediary layer between the user and the EC2 API [45]. For example, a user could open an SSH session on an existing EC2 instance by hand from a command-line terminal by entering a rather complicated, session-dependent command

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Analog</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-launch N</td>
<td>Launch cluster with N instances</td>
<td>boot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-connect</td>
<td>Connect to a cluster</td>
<td>ssh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-put</td>
<td>Transfer data to a cluster</td>
<td>scp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-get</td>
<td>Transfer data from a cluster</td>
<td>scp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-list</td>
<td>List running clusters</td>
<td>top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-terminate</td>
<td>Terminate a running cluster</td>
<td>shutdown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-run</td>
<td>Start job on a cluster</td>
<td>run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-usage</td>
<td>Monitor CPU usage in cluster</td>
<td>top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ec2-clust-load</td>
<td>Monitor load in cluster</td>
<td>loadavg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternatively, using the SCC toolset script, the same task only requires

```
ec2-clust-connect.
```

The toolset also simplifies the use of applications within the cluster by providing scripts for launching and monitoring the load of different tasks. The SCC Toolset can be downloaded from our website [46].

3.2. Description of the tools

Table 1 lists the currently available commands in the SCC toolset. All these commands are installed on the user’s local machine and act remotely on the virtual cluster. Moreover, some of these tools also have counterparts installed on the AMI that can be used to monitor the execution from within the cluster. The functionality of the tools is briefly summarized below, together with their LINUX equivalents.

```
ec2-clust-launch -n N [-c Name] [-m MachineType] [-t InstanceType] [-e EphStorage]
```

The ec2-clust-launch script is the most important tool in the set: It performs all the tasks needed to launch and configure a cluster of Ninstances on the EC2. Optionally, the MachineType (i.e. AMI) and the InstanceType can be selected. AWS currently offers a dozen InstanceTypes of varying CPU, memory, and network capabilities [47]. Schematically the ec2-clust-launch script performs the following tasks, as summarized from the comments within the script:

```
#!/bin/sh
# # Create a cluster of CLUST_NINS instances
# Get the general configuration information
# Check if the EC2_HOME is set and set all the derived variables
# Check and set the location of the cluster tools
# To avoid launch problems check for the presence of a lock
# Create a lock for this process
# Check if we have a cluster list
# Get the total number of instances
# Set the default cluster name (use current process id)
# Set the default machine type
# Process input options
# Check that the PK (private key) and CERT files are available
# Set the cluster index
```
We now discuss this set of operations further. Each of the instances have boot scripts per the AMI. It is useful to tag the cluster with a Name (e.g., identifiers and internal and external IP addresses for each of the instances comprising the cluster. The other scripts in the toolset access this information when they need to communicate with the cluster. User-related information, e.g., identifiers for the user's AWS account, is stored in environment variables.

```
ec2-clust-connect [-c Name].
```

Opens a ssh session on the Name cluster, or on the most recently launched cluster if no argument is given. The script logs in with the user account created by `ec2-clust-launch`, instead of the default root access offered by AWS.

```
ec2-clust-connect-root [-c Name].
```

Opens a ssh session on the Name cluster and logs in as root. This is required only for developers, not for users running a calculation, unless runtime changes in configuration are needed.

```
ec2-clust-put [-c Name] localfile remotefile.
```

Copies the file localfile on the local machine to the file remotefile on the master node of the Name cluster (or the most recent cluster if none is specified). If localfile is a directory it will be copied recursively. The master node has a shared working directory that all other nodes can access.

```
ec2-clust-get [-c Name] remotefile localfile.
```

Copies the file remotefile on the head node of the Name cluster (or the most recent cluster if none is specified) to the file localfile on the local machine. If remotefile is a directory it will be copied recursively. The master node has a shared working directory that all other nodes can access.

```
ec2-clust-list.
```

Lists all active clusters. Each cluster is identified by a Name, its AWS reservation ID, and an index number.

```
ec2-clust-terminate [-c Name].
```

Terminates all N instances comprising the cloud cluster Name, and cleans up the configuration files containing the specifics of the cluster on the local machine. The cluster cannot be restarted; all desired data should be retrieved before running the ‘terminate’ script. If no cluster is specified, the most recent one will be terminated.

```
ec2-clust-run -e Task [-c Name] [-t].
```

This tool connects to cluster Name (or the most recent cluster if none is specified) and executes a job there. Currently, Task can be WIEN2k or FEFF9. The tool loads a profile describing the selected Task. It scans the working directory for required input files and copies them to the cloud cluster Name. It then instructs the cluster to execute the task on all its nodes. It periodically connects to check for Task specific error files or successful termination. It copies relevant output files back to the local working directory, and terminates the cluster after completion if the −f flag is given.

```
ec2-clust-usage [-c Name].
```

Reports current CPU and memory usage for all nodes in cluster Name. This command can be executed either from within the cluster or from outside it, where the −c option is not required.

```
ec2-clust-load [-c Name].
```

Reports the 1 min, 5 min, and 15 min average load for all nodes in cluster Name. As in the `ec2-clust-usage` case, this command can be executed either from within the cluster or from outside it, where the −c option is not required.
3.3. Toolset system requirements

The present version of the SCC toolset has the following system and software requirements: the Java EC2 API [45], the Java runtime environment (RTE), and a “NIX environment with Bash and Secure shells. Thus, the toolset can be installed under many common operating systems, including Mac OS and, using Cygwin [48] on MS Windows. In addition to these software requirements, the user needs a valid Amazon AWS account and appropriate security credentials, including a ssh key pair for the AWS account.

3.4. Speed and security

A drawback of our original toolset [24] was its limitation to serial flow when launching clusters, as the launch script configured cloud nodes one at a time. This lead to cluster boot times that increased linearly with the number of nodes. It took about 12 min to prepare a 16 node cluster using the most lightweight version of our AMI (see “Cluster Setup (v1)” and “S3 backed (v1)” in Fig. 2). Clearly, such setup times are not acceptable for HPC clusters using hundreds of nodes.

To solve this issue in the 2nd generation toolset (labeled “v2” in Fig. 2), we have parallelized all setup tasks insofar as security is not compromised. That is, the local machine sends simultaneously to all nodes a small file containing configuration data and instructions, and then instructs each node to perform its setup tasks simultaneously with its peers. Separate transfers to each machine are necessary for security reasons, since we do not want to send the user login credentials at boot up time. Consequently the resulting setup time is now roughly independent of cluster size, as demonstrated by the “v2” results shown in Fig. 2. A more modest but still significant speedup is obtained by switching AMI storage from S3- to EBS-backed [43], so that the AWS system can copy blueprints into actual virtual machines more quickly. For large clusters consisting on the order of 50–250 nodes, our cluster setup usually remains equally fast, though we occasionally have to wait an exceptionally long time for a few of the instances (e.g. 2 out of 256) to boot in AWS.

4. Benchmarking the scientific cloud computing platform

To evaluate the capabilities of our SCC platform for practical applications, we have carried out performance benchmarks for two widely used materials science codes: FEFF9 [49,50] and WIEN2k [51,52]. Each has an active user base of over a thousand research groups in physics, chemistry, materials science, and biophysics. Both codes now serve as standard references, as evidenced by applications to a wide class of materials and material properties [49,50,52,51]. FEFF9 is an ab initio self-consistent multiple-scattering code for simultaneous calculations of excitation spectra and electronic structure. The approach is based on a real-space Green’s function formalism for calculations of X-ray and electron spectra, including X-ray absorption (XAS), extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), etc. WIEN2k yields electronic structure calculations of solids based on density functional theory (DFT), and uses the full-potential (linearized) augmented plane-wave (LAPW) + local orbitals (lo) method. Like FEFF9, WIEN2k is a relativistic all-electron approach, and yields energy bands and phonons, as well as XAS and EELS, optical properties, etc. We do not discuss licensing issues here [53]; however, we have focused on codes which can be licensed to run on the EC2.

The current trend in HPC is to distribute tasks more efficiently over a large number of cores, rather than exploiting faster CPUs. HPC codes are now developed accordingly. Thus HPC performance often hinges on fast communication between CPUs within a cluster. Heretofore, CC has been associated with lower intranet bandwidth and higher latency times than a dedicated local parallel cluster. This identifies one of the main concerns regarding the feasibility of High Performance Scientific Cloud Computing (HP-SCC): Are the intranet capabilities of cloud providers good enough to support HP-SCC? As previously demonstrated [24], virtualization itself does not noticeably degrade performance, but massive numbers of instances are housed in vast hardware farms, where they have to share the network with many other instances, some of which may not even be in the same hub. We now show that these concerns are not always warranted, e.g. on the newer HPC instances.

In particular we compare results obtained on a virtual EC2 cluster to results on a local Beowulf cluster. This local UNIX cluster was acquired in late 2010 and consists of AMD Opteron nodes with 16 cores each at 1.8 GHz; 32 GB memory; a 64 bit platform; and connected with a 20 Gbps Infiniband internal network. Infiniband is currently the gold standard for networking, and typically has higher bandwidth and lower latency than Gigabit Ethernet networks. We also verified some of our results on another local cluster consisting of Intel X5650 CPUs, and found essentially the same numerical results. For the cloud cluster, we consider two different types: The first, labeled ‘Regular’, consists of instances with 8 Virtual cores of about 2.5 GHz; 7 GB memory; a 64bit platform; and “high” network capacity (“high” being a qualitative assessment made by AWS). The second, labeled ‘HPC’ (i.e., ‘Cluster Instance’ in the AWS documentation), consists of instances that have 8 virtual cores at 2.93–3.33 GHz; 23 GB memory; a 64 bit platform; and dedicated 10 Gbps Ethernet interconnects. This latter instance type was recently introduced by AWS with HPC in mind [44]. It is the only instance type with
Fig. 3. Speedup of a FEFF9 calculation of the XAS of LSCO. The diagonal represents perfect scaling, where \( N \) processors finish the task \( N \) times faster than 1 processor. Performance on three different platforms is shown: a physical cluster ("Local UW Opteron Cluster") and two virtual clusters using "Regular" and "HPC Instances". The inset shows the structure of the LSCO high temperature superconductor.

Fig. 4. Speedup of a WIEN2k calculation ("lapw1" diagonalization) of a 32-atom GaN cell on a grid of 128 \( k \)-points. "Regular" cloud instances with slow network connections scale just as well as a local Infiniband cluster. The inset shows the structure of the GaN cell.

Fig. 5. Speedup of the WIEN2k calculation ("lapw1" diagonalization) of a 64-atom GaN cell on a grid of 128 \( k \)-points. This involves MPI/ScalAPACK distribution of the Hamiltonian matrix across the network. The inset shows the structure of the GaN cell.
Fig. 6. Speedup for a WIEN2k calculation ("lapw1" diagonalization) of a 1200 atom cell containing a layer of Rh on a slab of BN. MPI/ScALAPACK parallelization for a single k-point. The inset shows the structure of Rh@BN slab.

the MPI/ScALAPACK communication changes from intranode to internode, the calculation stalls and the speedup drops to zero, indicating network performance failure. (RAM memory is not an issue in this test.) Because of this phenomenon it is still commonly assumed in the HPC community that Cloud Computing is not suitable for scientific computing. However, when repeating the calculation on a cluster of HPC EC2 instances, which are connected by dedicated 10 Gbps Ethernet network, we find that the cloud cluster can deliver the same speedup as the local Infiniband cluster. This shows that SCC is capable of serious calculations commonly associated with HPC clusters.

For a more rigorous test we calculated a much bigger system: a 1200 atom unit cell containing a slab of BN with a surface layer of Rh and a vacuum region. A few years ago this was the largest WIEN2k calculation done at that time [54]. Fig. 6 shows that once more a virtual cloud cluster of "HPC instances" delivers equal (or even slightly better) parallelization gains as the local Infiniband cluster.

As an illustration we cite some absolute numbers for this calculation. Using 128 cores, the diagonalization of this complex matrix of order 56,000 took 3 h 48 min on the local Infiniband cluster and 1 h 30 min on a virtual HPC cloud cluster. The difference in runtime is largely due to different clock speed of 2.93–3.33 GHz for the cloud cluster and 1.8 GHz for the local cluster. At current (Spring 2011) EC2 pricing [55], the cost of the diagonalization was about $40, though we have not explored strategies to maximize per-dollar performance.

5. Integration of the SCC platform in a user interface

JFEFF, the GUI for FEFF on the cloud.

The toolset and AMI described above constitute a complete SCC platform. However a graphical user interface is needed to create a user-friendly experience that would make SCC a convenient resource for users who are not familiar with command-line interfaces. The FEFF9 code already has a Java-based, cross-platform GUI called JFEFF [49]. JFEFF is capable of starting FEFF9 calculations either on the host computer, or on other computers accessible through ssh. We have developed an extension that links JFEFF to the SCC toolset in "NIX-like environments. A user can therefore run a FEFF9 calculation on the EC2 cloud from the comfortable GUI environment (Fig. 7) even from a laptop or a Smartphone. A full Java version of our SCC toolset will carry this functionality to all platforms and enable similar platform-independent GUIs for SCC for other materials science and quantum chemistry applications.

6. Summary and conclusions

We have developed a 2nd generation scientific AMI for the EC2 cloud, containing a number of materials-science codes and utilities that are commonly used in parallel scientific computing. Additionally, we have upgraded our Scientific Cloud Computing toolset and demonstrated large performance gains in the allocation of cloud clusters. It allows us to mount our AMI on EC2 instances with variable performance specifications. The 2nd generation SCC toolset is faster and more functional, without sacrificing security. Cloud clusters with hundreds of nodes can be created in reasonable setup times of a few minutes. Interested users can download this Toolset from our website [46].

We have expanded our benchmarks to include scientific codes that place much higher demands on internode communication. We tested two widely used materials science codes, FEFF9 and WIEN2k. We found that cloud clusters can now provide the same speedup performance as a local Infiniband cluster. For network-heavy applications, however, it is essential to use the newly available HPC ("Cluster instance") EC2 instances, which have sufficient HPC and network capability to support network-intensive MPI/ScALAPACK applications.

Fig. 7. Running a FEFF9 calculation on the EC2 cloud using the JFEFF GUI. Left: the main JFEFF window specifies the calculation of a spectrum of a given material (here, the K-edge EXAFS of Cu). Right: The 'Settings' window configures cloud computing, e.g. the location of EC2 login credentials, of the EC2 toolset, and the desired number of nodes in a cloud cluster. A demo mode gives users an opportunity to try a cloud calculation before they set up their own AWS account. Once the calculation is finished, JFEFF copies the output files back to the local machine. The user can then display the result on the screen (not shown).
Finally, we have developed a Java-based GUI for FEFF9 on the EC2 by extending the JFEFF GUI [49]. Thus the FEFF9 code can be run on a cloud cluster from the JFEFF GUI running on the user’s local machine. This setup could easily be used to deploy other scientific codes to the cloud as long as the requirements of data transfer to and from EC2 are modest, since AWS is currently not competitive with local solutions for the transfer and storage of very large (~TB) data in terms of speed and cost. Similar approaches can then be used to configure SCC AMIs for specific purposes, e.g., an AMI with applications for a theoretical X-ray beamline [56], or a quantum-chemistry AMI.

In conclusion, we have achieved the goal of developing a general Scientific Cloud Computing Platform for materials science applications that demand computational performance rather than large data handling capabilities. This platform has the potential to provide access to high performance scientific computing for general users, without requiring advanced technical computer skills or the purchase and maintenance of HPC infrastructure. The platform is also useful for developers, in that codes can be pre-installed and optimized, thus simplifying their distribution.
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